
“Driving down an unplowed road” 
 
 
As a kid, I had a different perspective on winter than I have now as an adult.  As a kid, the 
winter months offered outdoor adventures that were both fun and profitable.  I saw winter as an 
opportunity rather than an inconvenience.  Since I didn’t drive, the hassles of winter driving were 
not a concern.  Whenever I needed to go anywhere in my limited geographical world, I would 
walk.  The sledding hill and ice skating rink were only two or three blocks from my house.   
 
A heavy snow was a welcome sight to a kid.  It might result in a “snow day” with school being 
canceled.  That didn’t happen too often during elementary school with the school located within 
walking distance.  But, it did happen.  Lots of snow meant tremendous snow fort building 
possibilities.  After the plows cleared our street, we could also make tunnels in the huge snow 
banks alongside the road and our driveways.  It made for great sledding, too.   
 
As I got a bit older, I saw snow as a means to earn some money.  I think kids back then were 
more ambitious and enterprising than kids today.  Rather than shovel driveways or mow lawns 
for money, kids are more likely to be inside playing video games.  I had several “regular” 
neighbor customers who paid me to shovel their driveways.  Nobody owned snow throwers back 
then.  Yes, it was hard work, but the pay was okay. 
 
I seemed impervious to the cold when I was younger.  Kids must have better circulation than we 
“old farts”.  We could be outside for hours with few breaks in the warming house at the rink or 
going inside for a break at home.  My hands and feet now get cold after spending only minutes 
outside in the cold rather than hours.  Something has obviously changed.   
 
Unfortunately, those days are long gone.  I do not enjoy winter anymore.  Winter is an 
inconvenience.  Perhaps if I embraced winter sports my attitude might be different.  I embrace 
warm weather sports.  It’s not likely that I’ll take up snow boarding or skiing anytime soon.  I’m 
holding out for golf season to begin once again.  It’s not the cold that I mind.  It’s the hassle of 
getting around on snow and ice.  With my four-wheel drive truck, I can manage quite well.  
Unfortunately, I have to share the road with so many people who have no idea of how to drive in 
winter conditions.  It’s aggravating, to be sure. 
 
We had a fresh two-inch snowfall last night.  I left for work early this morning to get a jump on 
traffic.  I took the side streets rather than the freeway.  One of the small pleasures I actually do 
find in winter is driving down an unplowed road.  It wouldn’t be a pleasant experience without 
four-wheel drive, but sitting up high above the road in a truck makes for a fun drive.  There is a 
certain sound the tires make as they crunch and squeak through fresh snow.  It’s a muffled quiet 
sound that is quite relaxing.  It’s in stark contrast to driving down a plowed road coated with 
road salt. 
 
Road salt is the worst part of winter.  It’s impossible to keep your vehicle clean.  It ruins the 
finish, eats at the metal, and sprays your windows with filth.  Road salt eventually kills the grass.  
It covers your garage floor with a white layer of crud.  I can’t think of one nice thing to say about 
road salt.  Our highway department uses far too much of it.  If the weather forecast even hints at 
snow flurries, the trucks are out in force, dumping salt everywhere.  The only ones who benefit 
from this are the car washes. 
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My adventure on an unplowed road was short-lived.  All of the roads will have been plowed and 
polluted by the time I leave the office this afternoon.   I suppose you are wondering why I live 
here if I dislike winter so much?  That is a valid question, to be sure.  I have been asking myself 
that very question.  I have no debts.  I am single with no romantic entanglements.  I’m sure my 
house would sell rather quickly should I ever decide to move to warmer climes.  I think what 
keeps me here is where I work.  I have nearly thirty years tenure.  It’s a good place with good 
people. 
 
The prospect of spring and summer reappearing keep my hopes alive during the winter.  The 
thought of hitting the links with my golfing buddies, Bob and Mina, give me reason to endure 
another winter season.  My friends are here, too.  Winter isn’t without it’s bright spots.  
Christmas lights hanging from a palm tree probably don’t have the same effect as those hanging 
on a pine tree with snow. 
 
And, how many times would I be able to drive down an unplowed road making squeaky, crunchy 
sounds if I were living in Arizona or Florida?  I’ll hang in there for one more winter at least.  We’ll 
see about those to come. 
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